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7v7 - Decision Making - Dribble, pass or shoot/score

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

All players have a ball, once they are dribbling around quickly, shout
of King/Queen of the Ring. Players have to protect their own ball whilst
trying to get kick someone else's ball out of the area. If their ball goes
out of the area give them a challenge to get back in e.g. 10 toe taps, 2
juggles etc.
Progression - Once kicked out of the area, you are out of the game.
Last player left with ball is the winner/ King/ Queen
Coaching Points:
- Close control - do not kick it far in front or it is easy for someone to get
- Shield ball - Protect it with your body - get your body in between ball
and player trying to get the ball
- Awareness - be aware of your surroundings - keep checking should,
keep head up looking for space and away from trouble.
- Attack another ball - decide if it is a good move or not to go after
someone else - is your ball safe and secured/protected enough. Can
you be instinctive to make a move and go after another player.

King/ Queen of the ring

Set up - In a suitably sized area 215 yards by 15 yards, there are 4
groups of players on the outside (1 group in the middle of the outside
lines, as shown above)
On each line there are 2 gates that will be goals.
Starting player passes the ball into the player opposite them. On
receiving the ball that play will use their decision making to take on the
defender and try to dribble through 1 of the 2 gates on the opposite
line.
There is a player from each group playing at a time meaning there are
2 separate games of 1v1 going on at the same time in the area.
This means players need to keep their head up to see where the
space is, see where their opposition is but also where the other 2
players are as these 2 players could be going anywhere on the field.
Objective - Have players play in a 1v1 but with added distractions on
the field. Moving parts will mean decision making will need to be
better, finding the space and being first to get there incase the other
players take it away.
Coaching Points -
- Types of touches - Close control of the ball to move it around the areas but then bigger touches to explode into space.
- Head up - see where is best to move to and then decide how you will get there
- Movement with the ball - evade the defender with sharp turns and speed

1v1 x2 to wide gates



2v1 to wide gates
The lone player (defender) passes the ball in to one of the two
attacking players. On the receivers 1st touch, the defender closes
down the 2 players and tries to win the ball and get it our of bounds.
Objective is for the attacking pair to move the ball (individually or
combining) and to score in either of the 2 wide gates by dribbling
through.

Decision making of the attacking players - 
- Can they make the field big and difficult to defend for the lone
defender.
- Can they be in positions to help their team mate on the ball.
- A) Is there space to attack the wide gate by dribbling the ball passed
the defender
- B) If they can not dribble, can they pass to their team mate who is in
lots of space and can attack the opposite wide gate.

Coaching points
- Communication - on and off the ball need to communicate in order to help their team mate
- Movement - On the ball - is there enough time and space to do what they want to do on the ball - space to dribble in - space to get a pass
off without the defender being too close.
- Movement - Off the ball - can you help your team mate by - moving to distract the defender and have them second guess where to go
(allowing player on the ball time to make and perform decision) - can you get the ball (do not be too close but do not be too far away - Do
not hide behind the defender (make sure the ball can get to you)
- Speed of play - do not go too slow or the defender will close you down - do not go too fast as you need to take time t make the best
decision - DO NOT PANIC. 

2v1 wide gates

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.
If they make 3 passes they score a goal
If they protect the ball well as an individual or as a team they win a
goal
Encourage lots of shots if that is the right decision.

SSG - Scrimmage
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